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The only place Xiomara
Batista feels like herself is
while writing her poetry
and with her new love
interest, Aman, both of
which she must hide from
her intensely Catholic
mother.
(Novel in verse)
Love, Hate & Other
Filters
Samira Ahmed

The Poet X
Elizabeth Acevedo
The son of a wealthy,
washed-up rock star
with a drug addiction and
delusions of a comeback,
Blade Morrison
narrates a lyrical struggle
to find himself and
where he belongs.
(Novel in verse)
Solo
Kwame Alexander

The Nazi Hunters
Neal Bascomb

Adolf Eichmann was
responsible for managing
Hitler's plan to
exterminate the Jews.
When WWII ended, he
vanished. This is the true
story of the 15-year quest
to find, capture, and bring
to justice the most lethal
Nazi to survive the war.
(Nonfiction)

A Heart in a Body in the
World
Deb Caletti

Months after a devastating
tragedy, Annabelle starts
to run. Down the street.
Into the next town. Soon
she’s on a 2,700 mile
journey from Seattle to
Washington DC. With her
grandfather following in
his RV, and her friends
and family supporting her
from a distance,
Annabelle embarks on a
journey of healing

American Road Trip
Patrick Flores-Scott

When Teodoro "T"
Avila’s perfect older
brother Manny comes
home from Iraq with a
devastating case of PTSD,
T's world is rocked.
Trying to save Manny and
their family, T's sister
tricks the brothers into an
epic road trip in search of
healing.

After her parents were
murdered, Jude, a mortal,
was taken away to live in
the High Court of Faerie.
Jude wants nothing more
than to belong in the
world of the fae, but
doing so means defying a
bloodthirsty prince.
The Cruel Prince
Holly Black

A Study in Charlotte
Brittany Cavallaro

Jamie Watson has always
been intrigued by
Charlotte Holmes - their
great-great-great
grandfathers were
partners. They end up at
the same Connecticut prep
school, but Charlotte is
not looking for a friend.
And then a student is
found dead, and the two
are on the case.

Maya is caught between
two worlds. Her
immigrant parents want
her to live at home and
study law; she wants to
study film in New York
City. This balancing act
gets even harder when a
terrorist attack focuses
unwanted attention on her
family.
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Symptoms of Being
Human
Jeff Garvin

Closeted gender fluid
teenager Riley struggles
with high school,
relationships, and trying
to feel comfortable in
your own body. Riley
starts an anonymous blog
that gains national
attention, but the attention
threatens to expose
Riley’s secrets.

Grimoire Noir
Vera Greentea & Yana
Bogatch

Bucky Orson lives in
Blackwell, a gloomy
town home to witches.
When his little sister
is kidnapped because of
her powers, Bucky sets
out to find her. As he
searches for her, Bucky
also discovers his town's
dark past.
(Graphic Novel)

A Curse So Dark and
Lonely
Brigid Kemmerer

One minute Harper’s
playing lookout for her
brother’s shady dealings,
the next minute she’s
whisked away to an
enchanted land cursed by
a witch.Can Harper help
Prince Rhen slay the beast
and break the curse? Or is
she doomed to stay in
Emberfall forever?

The Gentleman’s Guide to
Vice and Virtue
Mackenzi Lee

When a gentleman
completes his education,
it is expected that he take
a Grand Tour of Europe.
Before Monty settles
down to manage his
father's estates, he is off
on a hair-raising
adventure with his best
friend and partner Percy
and his little sister,
Felicity.

I Believe in a Thing
Called Love
Maurene Goo

Desi Lee is a major
over-achiever in school
and sports, but when it
comes to boys she's a
failure. She realizes the
Korean dramas her father
watches always follow a
formula, so she devises a
10-point plan to win the
heart of moody, artistic
Luca Drakos.

Dread Nation
Justina Ireland

Historical fiction - with
zombies! The U.S. Civil
War ended when the dead
began to rise up from the
battlefields. Jane
McKeene has trained her
whole life to fight
zombies, and she’s not
interested in using her
skills to protect rich white
society ladies.

Darius the Great is Not
Okay
Adib Khorram

March, Book 3
John Lewis

When Darius travels to
Iran to visit his mother’s
family, he struggles to fit
in. He speaks Klingon
better than Farsi, and his
grandparents don’t
understand his depression.
And then he meets the
boy next door and
everything changes.

This powerful, epic, and
intimate memoir looks at
the civil rights movement
through the eyes of
someone who was there
from the beginning. The
book begins with the
Birmingham bombing and
goes through the Selma
march in 1965.
(Graphic Novel)
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Moxie
Jennifer Mathieu

Viv has had enough of her
sexist, small-minded,
football-loving Texas high
school. Taking a page
from her feminist mother's
past, she rocks the student
body with an underground
'zine and brings together a
seemingly disparate group
of girls who find out they
have a lot to say.
Jack and Libby come
from two different worlds.
When they get caught up
in a cruel high school
game, they're assigned to
community service and
group therapy - and
they're mad. But the more
time they spend together,
the less alone they feel.

Holding Up the Universe
Jennifer Niven

Binti
Nnedi Okorafor

What Can’t Wait
Ashley Hope Perez

Her name is Binti, and she
is the first of her people
ever to be accepted to
Oomza University, the
finest university in the
galaxy. But to accept the
offer, she will have to
give up her place in her
family and travel between
the stars among strangers
who do not respect her
ways or share her
customs.
Marisa's parents are from
Mexico. They work hard,
and they expect Marisa to
help her familia and live
an ordinary life. Marisa’s
math teacher has other
ideas: study hard, ace the
AP tests, and become an
engineer. Some days, she
has no idea what she
wants.

Buried Beneath the
Baobab Tree
Adaobi Tricia Mwaubani

Neanderthal Opens the
Door to the Universe
Preston Norton

Radio Silence
Alice Oseman

The Field Guide to the
North American Teenager
Ben Phillippe

On April 14, 2014, 276
Nigerian girls were
kidnapped. This story
follows one of these girls
as her dreams of the
future are torn away. She
is forced into a camp to
radicalize her beliefs and
watches as the militant
group Boko Harem
terrorizes her country.
A bullied kid and his
one-time bully find out
what they have in
common. Aaron
Zimmerman comes back
from a football accident
claiming that God has told
him to make his school
better, with the help of
Cliff Hubbard, a kid so
big that everyone calls
him Neanderthal.
This is not a love story.
This is a story about a
life-changing friendship, a
mysterious podcast, and a
devastating secret. After
the paths of Frances and
Aled intersect at a pivotal
point, they learn that the
only way to live the life
you want is to use your
voice.

Norris moves from
Montreal to Austin,
Texas, where he
reluctantly starts at a new
high school. Armed with
sarcasm and snark, he
catalogs the various
groups in his school while
struggling to form new
friendships.
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The Nowhere Girls
Amy Reed

Three new friends decide
to seek justice after an
assault goes unpunished at
their high school. They
form an anonymous club
that encourages a diverse
group of girls to rise up
and fight the sexist power
structure that surrounds
them.

Long Way Down
Jason Reynolds

Bunny and Nasir have
been best friends since
they were little, however
that friendship is tested
when Bunny gets an
athletic scholarship at a
prestigious school across
town. They tell their story
in alternating chapters.
Fountains of Silence
Ruta Sepetys

After the Shot Drops
Randy Ribay

When My Heart Joins the
Thousand
A.J. Steiger

Strange the Dreamer
Laini Taylor

If Alvie Fitz can make it
to her 18th birthday
without issues, she'll be
emancipated. Otherwise,
she’ll end up in a group
home. She meets Stanley
and finds herself getting
closer to him. But Alvie
needs to find the strength
to face her past to have a
chance at happiness.
Lazlo Strange, a bookish
orphan, travels to the
semi-mythical city of
Weep. There he finds a
blue-skinned family of
young gods living in the
sky citadel - and falls in
love with Sarai, a
manipulator of dreams.

Sadie
Courtney Summers

Cosmoknights
Hannah Templer

Don't cry. Don't snitch.
Get revenge. Will knows
the rules, and that's what
he's going to do after his
brother Shawn dies. Over
the course of a 60-second
elevator ride, ghosts from
his brother's past give him
pieces of the puzzle
surrounding his brother's
short life.
(Novel in verse)
In 1957, General Franco
controls all aspects of
society in Spain.While
visiting Madrid with his
parents, Daniel,
an American teenager
with a passion for
photography. becomes
intertwined with Ana,
who works at his hotel.
Together, they discover a
dark secret about the
Franco regime.
Sadie and her sister,
Mattie, live on their own
in a small town. When
Mattie goes missing and
is found dead, Sadie is
determined to do a better
job than the police to
catch the killer. Podcast
host West McCray picks
up the search when Sadie
herself goes missing.
Pan's world isn't as small
as she once believed when
a pair of off-world
gladiators shows up on
her doorstep for help. Pan
joins the ragtag group of
LGBTQ+ individuals to
fight the medieval-style
patriarchy and find her
long-lost best friend.
(Graphic Novel)
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The Hate U Give
Angie Thomas

The Prince & the
Dressmaker
Jen Wang

Goodbye Days
Jeff Zentner

Starr Carter moves
between two worlds: the
poor neighborhood where
she lives and her fancy
suburban prep school. The
uneasy balance between
these worlds is shattered
when Starr witnesses the
fatal shooting of her
childhood best friend
Khalil at the hands of a
police officer - because
Khalil was unarmed.
Prince Sebastian is
looking for a bride - or at
least his parents are.
Sebastian is too busy
hiding his secret life from
everyone. Sebastian’s
secret weapon (and best
friend) is Frances, a
brilliant dressmaker who
knows the truth sometimes this boy wears
dresses. A romantic tale
of identity, young love,
art, and family.
(Graphic Novel)
"Where are you guys?
Text me back." That's the
last message Carver
Briggs will ever send his
three best friends, Mars,
Eli, and Blake. He never
thought it would lead to
their death, and now
Carver can't stop blaming
himself for the car
accident that took their
lives.

Check, Please!
Ngozi Ukazu

Eliza and Her Monsters
Francesca Zappia

American Street
Ibi Zoboi

Bitty enters freshman year
at Samwell University
armed with a love of
skating, a talent for
baking, and a sense of
humor—all documented
on his vlog—but is he
ready to face the
challenges of university
hockey, hockey bros, and
a gorgeously talented
captain?
(Graphic Novel)
Eliza is the creator of a
famous webcomic.
Wallace is a new student
at her school and one of
the most popular writers
of fanfic centered around
her webcomic. He doesn’t
realize that she is the
comic’s creator—and
revealing that secret could
have disastrous
consequences for both of
them.

Fabiola and her mother
are on their way to the
United States when her
mother is detained and
sent back to Haiti. Fabiola
is left to navigate her
three boisterous cousins,
Detroit's west side, a new
school, and an
unpredictable romance with only her faith as
solace.

